T\ / C Kc()
We shall call such A a modified Chern class.
In general, if we consider the canonical epimorphism e: Z->ZP, we shall say that A is a modified Chern class mod p if there exists a T such that e*A = e*C-T. Received by the editors April 13, 1966. (Hirzebruch) .
There is an isomorphism
where 77 is the canonical line bundle over CPm.
We 2. Proofs. It will be helpful to recall a proof of Theorem 3 using the splitting principle [3] . Given an aEKc(X), realize it as a U(n)-bundle for some sufficiently big h. There is then a space Ya, a map /: Fa->X such that/'(a) is a Whitney sum of line bundles and /* is a monomorphism in cohomology. Furthermore, if a and /3 are two U(n)-bundles over X, then aXfi is a £/(2«)-bundle over XXX, and we can take for the space YaX$ the space Ya X Yp.
Thus a multiplicative sequence A is determined by its value on line bundles, hence by its value on the classifying line bundle-thus Theorem 3.
We note that we can use this argument to study additive natural transformations T: Kc( )->7?c( ). Such a natural transformation will be determined, once we know its value on line bundles-we let yn be the universal w-plane bundle over X = BU(n)q, the classifying space for w-plane bundles over complexes of dimensions ^q. Here /: Yyn->X has the property that both /! and /* are monomorphisms.
What values can T take on line bundles? This is answered by sequence which agrees with a modified Chern class through any finite dimensional k-we do this by stripping off a coefficient at a time.
We notice that since C(p) = l-\-y, C(p2) = l-y2+higher terms, that Q(y) always agrees with a modified Chern class in dimensions g2 (these are the first two assertions of Corollary 6). We wish to exhibit a Q(y) which fails to agree with a modified Chern class in dimension 3. The simplest such example is Qiy) = 1 + y\ for if Qiy) = JI-i CG"")6", then bi = b2 = Q, b3^0, but then the leading term must have coefficient divisible by 2. 
